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I Z V J E Š TA J
1. BIOGRAFSKI PODACI
a) Opšti podaci
Ime i prezime:
Datum rođenja:
Mjesto rođenja:
Bračno stanje/djeca:
E‐mail:

Alan Ćatović
01.04.1979.
Sarajevo, Bosna i Hercegovina
Oženjen, 2 djece
acatovic@gmail.com, catovic@mef.unsa.ba

Trenutno zaposlenje:
Zvanje u koje je kandidat biran:
Zvanje u koje se kandidat bira:
Naučna oblast:
Google Scholar profil:

Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo, Katedra za odbrambene tehnologije
Viši asistent
Docent
Odbrambene tehnologije
https://scholar.google.com/citations?hl=en&user=UwRuGjEAAAAJ

b) Obrazovanje:
Zvanje

Doktor tehničkih nauka

Period

2009. – 2019. (datum odbrane disertacije 28.11.2019.)

Naziv obrazovne institucije

Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo

Naziv teme:

Predviđanje terminalno‐balističkih parametara pri prirodnoj
fragmentaciji visoko‐eksplozivnih bojevih glava korištenjem
eksperimentalnih podataka i numeričkih metoda

Zvanje

Magistar tehničkih nauka
(Na postdiplomskom studiju prosjek ocjena je bio 9,44.)

Period
Naziv obrazovne institucije

2004. – 2007.
Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo

Naziv teme:

Procjena zone smrtonosnog djelovanja HE bojevih glava sa
prirodnom fragmentacijom

Zvanje

Diplomirani mašinski inžinjer
(Nakon završetka studija dobio pohvalu za uspjeh u toku školovanja,
od Mašinskog fakulteta Sarajevo)

Period

1998. – 2003.

Naziv obrazovne institucije

Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo

Naziv teme:

Bojeve glave sa kumulativnim efektom

c) Kretanje u službi:
Datumi (od ‐ do)

2015 ‐

Zanimanje i radno mjesto

Samostalni viši laborant

Područje rada

Laboratorijski poslovi na Katedri za odbrambene tehnologije

Naziv i adresa poslodavca

Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo, Vilsonovo šetalište 9

Datumi (od ‐ do)

2012 ‐ 2015

Zanimanje i radno mjesto

Magistar tehničkih nauka (univerzitetski viši asistent)
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Područje rada

Municija, Tehnologije balističkih mjerenja, Integracija municije, Upaljači,
Uvod u eksplozive, Taktičke bojeve glave, Dizajn municije,
Demilitarizacija municije, Alati za kompjutersko modeliranje u balistici

Naziv i adresa poslodavca

Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo, Vilsonovo šetalište 9

Datumi (od ‐ do)

2011 ‐ 2012

Zanimanje i radno mjesto

Magistar tehničkih nauka (univerzitetski viši asistent)

Područje rada

Municija, Oklopna zaštita, Terminalna balistika, Testiranje municije,
Integracija municije, Upaljači, Taktičke bojeve glave, Alati za
kompjutersko modeliranje u balistici

Naziv i adresa poslodavca

Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo, Vilsonovo šetalište 9

Datumi (od ‐ do)

2010‐ 2011

Zanimanje i radno mjesto

Magistar tehničkih nauka (univerzitetski viši asistent)

Područje rada

Municija, Dizajn municije, Optičke sprave, Taktičke bojeve glave, Visoko‐
energetski materijali (eksplozivi), Forenzička balistika, Testiranje
municije

Naziv i adresa poslodavca

Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo, Vilsonovo šetalište 9

Datumi (od ‐ do)

2009‐ 2010

Zanimanje i radno mjesto

Magistar tehničkih nauka (univerzitetski viši asistent)

Područje rada

Fizika I, Fizika II, Programiranje

Naziv i adresa poslodavca

Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo, Vilsonovo šetalište 9

Datumi (od ‐ do)

2007 ‐ 2009

Zanimanje i radno mjesto

Naziv i adresa poslodavca

Magistar tehničkih nauka (univerzitetski viši asistent)
Fizika I, Dizajn municije, Tehnologije balističkih mjerenja, Alati za
kompjutersko modeliranje u balistici
Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo, Vilsonovo šetalište 9

Datumi (od ‐ do)

2003 ‐ 2007

Zanimanje i radno mjesto

Diplomirani inžinjer mašinstva (univerzitetski asistent)

Područje rada

Fizika, Programiranje, Dizajn municije

Naziv i adresa poslodavca

Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo, Vilsonovo šetalište 9

Područje rada

2. SPISAK OBJAVLJENIH RADOVA
a) Radovi u časopisima nakon izbora u zvanje višeg asistenta (2007)
1. Kljuno E., Catovic A.: A generalized model for estimation of aerodynamic forces and moments for
irregularly shaped bodies, Defence Technology, Volume 15, Issue 3, June 2019, Pages 369‐389.
(Defence Technology (Q2 kvartila) je “open acces” žurnal i indexiran je u svim bitnim bazama iz WOSCC‐a i u
Scopus‐u.)
Apstrakt: A novel method for estimation of an aerodynamic force and moment acting on an irregularly shaped
body (such as HE projectile fragments) during its flight through the atmosphere is presented. The model assumes
that fragments can be approximated with a tri‐axial ellipsoid that has continuous surface given as a mathematical
function. The model was validated with CFD data for a tri‐axial ellipsoid and verified using CFD data on
aerodynamic forces and moments acting on an irregularly shaped fragment. The contribution of this method is
that it represents a significant step toward a modeling that does not require a cumbersome CFD simulation results
for estimation of fragment dynamic and kinematic parameters. Due to this advantage, the model can predict the
fragment motion consuming a negligible time when compared to the corresponding time consumed by CFD
simulations. Parametric representation (generalization) of the fragment geometrical data and the conditions
provides the way to analyze various correlations and how parameters influence the dynamics of the fragment
flight.
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2. Kljuno E., Catovic A.: Estimation of projected surface area of irregularly shaped fragments, Defence
Technology, Volume 15, Issue 2, April 2019, Pages 198‐209.
(Defence Technology (Q2 kvartila) je “open acces” žurnal i indexiran je u svim bitnim bazama iz WOSCC‐a i u
Scopus‐u.)
Apstrakt: The essence and the main contribution of this paper are consisted of the suggested novel method for
estimation of a projected surface area of an irregularly shaped fragment, which represents a significant step
toward a new method of an aerodynamic force estimation of a fragment motion through a resistive medium. The
suggested method is to use a tri‐axial ellipsoid that has a continuous surface (given as a mathematical function)
to approximate an irregularly shaped fragment so that the fragment trajectory can be estimated faster taking into
consideration that the aerodynamic force is proportional to a projected surface area of the fragment. During their
motion, fragments can take any orientation relative to the velocity vector and aerodynamic force is proportional
to a projected surface area of fragment perpendicular to the velocity vector, so it is necessary to have a method
for correct estimation of the projected area in an arbitrary direction relatively to the fragment. The model was
validated with analytical and CAD techniques, and verified using 3D model of a real fragment. The comparison of
the projected surface area values for the fragment, obtained using the CAD tools and using our model, are
generally in good agreement. This method represents a step toward modeling that does not require a CFD result
for estimation of the aerodynamic force of irregularly shaped bodies.

3. Catovic A., Kljuno E: Analysis of flow around high speed irregularly shaped bodies using numerical
simulations, International Journal of Advanced and Applied Sciences, 5(8) 2018, Pages: 1‐10.
(IJAAS žurnal je u Web of Science ‐ Emerging Sources Citation Index bazi podataka.)
Apstrakt: Analysis of flow around the high‐speed body with an irregular shape (such as fragments/shrapnels
formed after the detonation of high explosive projectiles) was performed using the method of numerical
simulations. For supersonic motion regime, pressure and velocity flow fields, as well as the formation of shock
waves, around an irregularly shaped body were analyzed. Also, streamlines around an irregularly shaped body
moving through the atmosphere were visualized (Ansys Fluent) and analyzed.

4. Catovic A., Kljuno E.: Prediction of aerodynamic coefficients for irregularly shaped body using numerical
simulations, International Journal of Advanced and Applied Sciences, 5(7) 2018.
(IJAAS žurnal je u Web of Science ‐ Emerging Sources Citation Index bazi podataka.)
Apstrakt: An evaluation of aerodynamic forces and moments that act on an irregularly shaped body (fragments of
HE projectile) moving at high velocities was made, using numerical simulations, analytical models, and CAD
methods. Using the results obtained for aerodynamic forces and moments, and known values of body exposed
area, aerodynamic drag and lift coefficients were determined for different body orientations and different flow
velocity. Analysis of the influence of the body front surface and body slenderness on the position of the maximum
CD value (on the CD(Ma) curve) was performed.

5. Kljuno E., Catovic A.: Prediction of the trajectory of an irregularly shaped body moving through a
resistive medium with high velocities, International Journal of Advanced and Applied Sciences, Volume
4, Issue 11, 1‐159 (November 2017).
(IJAAS žurnal je u Web of Science ‐ Emerging Sources Citation Index bazi podataka.)
Apstrakt: A model was made for prediction of the trajectory of an irregularly shaped body moving through a
resistive medium with high velocities, using data for aerodynamic forces obtained from numerical simulations.
For a different orientation of the body with respect to the velocity vector of the center of mass, the aerodynamic
resistance force is different for two reasons: the exposed surface area is different and the shape is different. In
this regard, 216 numerical simulations of airflow around of the body of an irregularly shaped body in different
orientations were carried out, for one full rotation (around one axis of rotation) of the body, with angular
increments, for the following velocities: 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 2, 3 and 4 Mach. The outcome of these simulations
are the resistance forces and aerodynamic moments as the result of motion of the body in various directions
relatively to the body. After the simulations had been performed, the results of the resistance forces and
aerodynamic moments were used to integrate the equations of motion with an assumption that the irregularly
shaped body had a continuous rotation all the way along the trajectory with relatively high angular velocities.
With this assumption, an effective aerodynamic force was calculated which takes into consideration that the
aerodynamic force varies due to the rotation of the body. The results show that the trajectory of an irregularly
shaped body is curved in space because the side component of the aerodynamic force cannot be ignored because
of the irregular shape of the body, which leads to significant lateral movement of the body from the initial
direction of flight.
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6. Kljuno E., Catovic A.: Determination of the center of pressure and dynamic stability for irregularly
shaped bodies, International Journal of Advanced and Applied Sciences, Volume 4, October 2017.
(IJAAS žurnal je u Web of Science ‐ Emerging Sources Citation Index bazi podataka.)
Apstrakt: Irregularly shaped rigid bodies, which move with high velocity through a resistive medium, take specific
stable orientations during the motion. The paper shows physical models for estimation of the center of pressure
for irregularly shaped bodies and for assessing the dynamic stability of such bodies. Using the developed physical
models and the results of numerical simulations for the body of an irregular shape (a geometry similar to the
fragments of high explosive projectile), a center of pressure and stability analysis was performed for the given
body. It has been shown, based on rotation about one axis, that there is a zone of stability for the body in certain
orientations, but to determine it more precisely it is necessary to continuously change two angles about two
mutually perpendicular axes that perpendicular to the velocity vector of the center of mass. Generally, for each
body, there is an orientation in which the body is in a stable zone (oscillation around the center of mass), but it is
difficult to find that zone since one has to perform an extremely large number of numerical simulations for each
body of a different shape.

7. Kljuno E., Catovic A.: Instability estimation of irregularly shaped bodies moving through a resistive
medium with high velocity, International Journal of Advanced and Applied Sciences, 2017.
(IJAAS žurnal je u Web of Science ‐ Emerging Sources Citation Index bazi podataka.)
Apstrakt: Dynamics analysis of high‐velocity fragments moving through a resistive medium is generally a
challenging task. The motion of irregularly‐shaped metal fragments can be considered as the general motion with
3dof of translation and 3dof of rotation. but exact analytical solution of equations of motion for a set of three
angles and the three Cartesian coordinates is not possible. The purpose of the paper was to show an idea how
numerical simulations of flow around a stationary irregularly shaped body can be used to estimate instability of
the body during a real‐world motion of such a body (e.g. a metal fragment). To the best of our knowledge, there
is no evidence that such an analysis is available in literature for irregularly shaped bodies. The novelty is in the
introduced method for the stability analysis and the fact that a real‐world fragment shape was digitized and used
for the analysis. However, the disadvantage is in necessity that real fragments need to be scanned and digitized
for the analysis, but the future work should give improvements in this direction. The focus was on the rotational
part of the motion, particularly on obtaining the period of the motion when the body rotates, but the solving for
angles of rotation was not the objective. We showed an idea on how to estimate the period of instability when
continuous rotation occurs after the initial projection of the fragment. We assumed that relatively high angular
velocity occurs at the initial condition (initial projection of the fragment), which provided an opportunity to
assume further that the axis of rotation remains unchanged during the motion. By analyzing the kinetic energy of
rotation, we estimated the period of body rotation until it reached a stable orientation during the high velocity
motion. To employ this approach that uses the mechanical energy, it was necessary to obtain the work done by
the (aerodynamic) moments of resistance forces about the center of mass. These resistance (aerodynamic)
moments were obtained for various orientations of the body using simulations of fluid flow around the real
geometry of the body, which was obtained by scanning a real‐world fragment, digitizing it, and importing it in a
CAD software, which provided the inertial properties through moments of inertia. At each rotation, the kinetic
energy of rotation is dissipated through work of the aerodynamic moment which was the basis for calculation
when the body takes a steady orientation for the rest of the motion.

8. Terzic J., Zecevic B., Baskarad M., Catovic A., Serdarevic ‐ Kadic S.: Prediction of internal ballistic
parameters of solid propellant rocket motors, Problems of Mechatronics ‐ Armament, Aviation, Safety
Engineering, 4(6),2011,7‐26, ISSN 2081‐5891, 8th International Armament Conference – Scientific
Aspects Of Armament & Safety Technology, pp. 990‐1006, Military Institute of Armament Technology,
Poland, Pułtus, October, 2010.
(Referenciranje časopisa: BazTech ‐ Data Base of Polish Technical Journals, IC Journal Master List (ICV 2014: 6,45)
‐ International scientific journal database, Arianta ‐ database "Scientific and Branch Polish Electronic Journals in
a search tool of scientific texts Google Scholar.)
Apstrakt: A modular computer program for prediction of internal ballistic performances of solid propellant rocket
motors SPPMEF has been developed. The program consists of following modules: TCPSP (Calculation of thermo‐
chemical properties of solid propellants), NOZZLE (Dimensioning of nozzle and estimation of losses in rocket
motor), GEOM (This module consists of two parts: a part for dimensioning the propellant grain and a part for
regression of burning surface) and ROCKET (This module provides prediction of an average delivered performance,
as well as mass flow, pressure, thrust, and impulse as functions of burning time). Program is verified with
experimental results obtained from standard ballistic rocket test motors and experimental rocket motors. Analysis
of results has shown that established model enables has high accuracy in prediction of solid propellant rocket
motors features in cases where influence of combustion gases flow on burning rate is not significant.
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9. Zecevic B., Terzic J., Baskarad M., Catovic A.,Serdarevic ‐ Kadic S., Pekic Z.: Some design features of solid
propellant rocket motors for shoulder‐launched weapon systems, Problems of Mechatronics ‐
Armament, Aviation, Safety Engineering, 2(4),2011,7‐28, ISSN 2081‐5891, 8th International Armament
Conference – Scientific Aspects Of Armament & Safety Technology, pp. 1075‐1095, Military Institute of
Armament Technology, Poland, Pultusk, October, 2010.
(Referenciranje časopisa: BazTech ‐ Data Base of Polish Technical Journals, IC Journal Master List (ICV 2014: 6,45)
‐ International scientific journal database, Arianta ‐ database "Scientific and Branch Polish Electronic Journals in
a search tool of scientific texts Google Scholar.)
Apstrakt: Solid propellant rocket motors for Shoulder Launched Infantry Weapon Systems (SLWS) are
characterized with very short burning time, high‐pressure combustion and wide spectrum of design solutions for
rocket motor structure. Interior ballistic behaviour of such rocket motors depends on many factors as design
structure, propellant grain shape, propellant grain joint to the rocket motor case, type and location of the igniter,
spinning mode and nozzle design. Erosive burning also plays important role due to high combustion gases mass
flow rate. Numerical simulation of the igniter combustion gases flow through the hollow of the propellant grain
tubes with gas temperature distribution was carried out in this paper. Results confirmed an assumptions that
igniter interior gases flow affected pressure rise duration. A mathematical model approach for prediction of curve
p=f(t) which was included a model of the corrected propellant grain burning surface for two types of short‐time
rocket motors has been presented. A good agreement with measured curves was achieved.

10. Zecevic B., Catovic A., Terzic J.: Comparison of Lethal Zone Characteristics of Several Natural
Fragmenting Warheads, Central European Journal of Energetic Materials, ISSN 1733‐7178, 2008.
(Referenciranje časopisa: IC Journals Master List; BazTech; Chemical Abstracts Service; Chemistry Citation Index;
Current Contents/Engineering, Computing and Technology Embase; Journal Citation Reports/Science Edition;
Materials Science Citation Index; Science Citation Index Expanded; Scopus.)
Apstrakt: Research of HE warheads lethal zone is very complex topic because of large number of controlled and
independent, sometimes correlated, influencing factors. Capability for prediction of lethal zone is based on
complexity of databases regarding natural fragmentation parameters, which should contain data about warhead
body material characteristics, types of explosive charge, number, mass, initial velocity and spatial distribution of
fragments, battlefield terrain, distribution of soldiers on battlefield, etc. Based on experimental research
(fragmentation test in Arena facilities with two types of artillery projectiles and two types of rocket warheads),
analytical and numerical methods used ‐ projectiles lethal zones are predicted and analyzed. Influence of
projectile design and explosive charge materials on warhead lethal zone is analyzed.

b) Radovi sa međunarodnih konferencija nakon izbora u zvanje višeg asistenta (2007)
1. Catovic A., B. Zecevic, S. Serdarevic Kadic, J. Terzic: Numerical simulations for prediction of aerodynamic
drag on high velocity fragments from naturally fragmenting high explosive warheads, 15th Seminar
“New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials“,Pardubice, Czech Republic, 2012.
(New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials je indeksiran u bazi podataka CAS (Chemical Abstracts Service)
Source Index (CASSI).)
Apstrakt: Numerical simulation of airflow around several representative high velocity fragments, originating from
naturally fragmenting HE warhead 130mm M79, was performed using FLUENT® finite element method package.
FLUENT® software contains the broad physical modeling capabilities needed to model flow, turbulence, heat
transfer for different applications, ranging from air flow over an aerodynamic surface to real combustion
processes. Aerodynamic drag coefficients of fragments were predicted for a wide range of Mach numbers (0.2,
0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Ma) and for eight different positions of fragments. Different positions
simulate dynamic instability of fragments during their flight through the atmosphere and account for stochastic
behavior of fragments, which directly influences aerodynamic drag coefficients, fragments range and warhead
lethal zones. Obtained results of aerodynamic drag coefficients were compared with available experimental data.

2. Zecevic, K.Krivic, J. Terzic, M. Baskarad, A. Catovic, S. Serdarevic‐Kadic: Influence of energetic
characteristics of double‐base propellants on internal‐ballistics parameters, 15th Seminar “New Trends
in Research of Energetic Materials“,Pardubice, Czech Republic, April 18–20, 2012.
(New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials je indeksiran u bazi podataka CAS Source Index.)
Apstrakt: Solid propellant rocket motors for shoulder launched infantry weapon systems are characterized by
short working time, high combustion pressure and large range of designer solutions for rocket motor structure
and geometry of propellant charge. Internal‐ballistics parameters of impulse rocket motors depend on many
factors: design of rocket motor structure, shape of propellant charge, type of connection between propellant
charge and rocket motor body, type and position of ignition system, type of motor rotation and nozzle(s) design.
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Considering the fact that these rocket systems should be operative in a broad range of ambient temperatures
(from ‐40°C to +60°C), types of rocket propellant and ignition system play important role. In published literature
there are no available models which describes in detail process of design of solid propellant rocket motors and
there is very limited number of public references with information regarding types of rocket propellants (double‐
base or composite) used in these rocket systems. Experimental research were conducted in order to investigate
influence of ambient temperature, small changes in energetic characteristics of double‐based propellants, and
small changes of propellant mass and age of propellant on internal‐ballistics parameters of impulse rocket motors

3. J. Terzic, B. Zecevic, S. Serdarevic‐Kadic, A. Catovic: Numerical simulation of internal ballistics
parameters of solid propellant rocket motors, 15th Seminar “New Trends in Research of Energetic
Materials“, University of Pardubice, Pardubice, Czech Republic, April 18–20, 2012.
(New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials je indeksiran u bazi podataka CAS Source Index.)
Apstrakt: During the initial phase of design of solid propellant rocket motors it is necessary to identify and
quantitatively estimate deviation of internal ballistics parameters of observed rocket motors types from ideal
conditions. In an initial stage of the design of real rocket motors there are differences between the rocket motor
theoretical performances and actual performances based on testing of standard ballistic motors. Therefore
modern numerical methods were used as a potential tool for the analysis of characteristics of combustion and gas
flow in solid propellant rocket motors with specific design. Numerical simulations provide analysis of certain
physical processes in rocket motors, optimizing and reducing the cost of development of new rocket systems
(minimizing number of models and tests). Mathematical and numerical 3D model, based on equations of mass,
momentum and energy conservation, describing transport processes in rocket motors, is used. Numerical
simulation in CFD package Comet (finite volume method) was con‐ducted for real gas flow through the passage
channel (for propellant charge gasses), and in the front and along the nozzle. The results of numerical simulations
were verified with theoretical solution for the case of quasi‐steady combustion process, with available
experimental data of other authors and with our own experimental studies.

4. J. Terzic, B. Zecevic, S. Serdarevic‐Kadic, A. Catovic, M. Baskarad: Research of influence of nozzle
geometry on internal ballistics performances of solid propellant rocket motors using numerical
simulations, 15th Seminar “New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials“, University of Pardubice,
Pardubice, Czech Republic, April 18–20, 2012.
(New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials je indeksiran u bazi podataka CAS Source Index.)
Apstrakt: For tactical rocket motors with more nozzles allocated in a certain spatial distance from the nozzle axis,
the products of combustion after the exit from internal cavity of propellant grain do not enter immediately into
the nozzle. Products of combustion are reflected of the nozzle wall, swirling flow in front of the nozzle emerges,
and only then products of combustion enter into convergent‐divergent conical nozzles. There is a significant
change in velocity vector and pressure redistribution of gas flow in region ahead of the nozzle, which bring about
changes in development of pressure in rocket motor and change of internal ballistics parameters, such as total
and specific impulse of rocket motor. A better understanding of complexity of gas flow in these cases is possible
using numerical simulation. Research was focused to analysis of flow of doublebase propellant combustion
products (without metal particles in rocket motors, and the influence of shape of the channel for passage of gases
and region in front of nozzle and nozzle geometry to distribution of pressure and flow of the gasses inside rocket
motor. For simulation of real gas flow through channel for passage of gases and nozzle, CFD package Comet was
used. Using numerical simulations, energy losses in the channels for passage of gases and in front of the nozzle
were estimated. Correlations of individual influences and losses were included in program SPPMEF (authors model
for prediction of internal‐ballistics parameters of rocket motors), enabling more realistic prediction of internal‐
ballistics performance of rocket motors.

5. S. Serdarevic‐Kadic, B. Zecevic, J. Terzic, A. Catovic: Influence of local atmosphere characteristics to
range of 155 mm M864 projectile, 15th Seminar “New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials“,
University of Pardubice, Pardubice, Czech Republic, April 18–20, 2012.
(New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials je indeksiran u bazi podataka CAS Source Index.)
Apstrakt: Projectiles with base bleed use concept of reducing base drag by injection gas generated by burning
composite propellant, into the base area. Influence of atmosphere characteristics at different geographic
locations and positions of firing locations with respect to local conditions to drag coefficient of 155 mm M864 is
studied by commercially CFD code FLUENT. The M864 projectile is chosen because there are many available
experimental data. Base bleed output mass flow rate depends on the chamber pressure, the pressure into which
it exhausts, time and spin rate. Average injection parameter is estimated by mass of propellant and burning time.
Ignition phase of propellant burn is taken into account.
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6. Berko Zecevic, Jasmin Terzic, Alan Catovic, Sabina Serdarevic‐Kadic: Characterization of distribution
parameters of fragment mass and number for conventional projectiles, 14th Seminar “New Trends in
Research of Energetic Materials”, Part II, pp. 1026‐1039, ISBN 978‐80‐7395‐390‐4, University of
Pardubice, Pardubice, Czech Republic, April 13–15, 2011.
(New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials je indeksiran u bazi podataka CAS Source Index.)
Apstrakt: Assessment of parameters of high explosive (HE) projectile fragmentation process (mass distribution
and number of fragments) in most of the scientific papers is generally best described using Mott (depending on
dimensionality and different scaling models) and Held equations. These methods can describe mass distribution
of fragments excellent, but precise data about individual parameters from these equations are not available in
public literature. During the previous eksperimental research of natural fragmentation for several types of HE
projectiles, authors are studied the effects of several types of projectile body materials, two types of high
explosive and projectile design and determined range of parameters using in Held laws. Obtained data can help
designers with smaller experimental experience to make faster prediction of new projectile fragmentation
parameters.

7. Zecevic B., Catovic A., Terzic J., Serdarevic ‐ Kadic S.: Analysis of influencing factors of mortar projectile
reproduction process on fragment mass distribution, 13th Seminar "New trends in research of energetic
materials", University of Pardubice, Pardubice, Czech Republic, 2010.
(New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials je indeksiran u bazi podataka CAS Source Index.)
Apstrakt: This paper deals with high explosive projectile reproduction process over several years of monitoring
and testing its fragmentation characteristics. Experimental data used in analysis were obtained using PIT tests in
our country. Many fragmentation tests were conducted with 19 different production series of projectile mortar
projectile 120mm M62, in a time span of over three years. Number, mass and fragments shape of each fragment
mass group are determined using the PIT test. In PIT test, warhead is detonated in closed space, filled with sand.
After the fragmentation of warhead, fragments are obtained from the sand. Mass and shape of fragments are
determined, and fragments are classified by their mass groups. Number of methods is available for prediction of
fragment mass distribution, and one of these is method introduced by M. Held. Authors tried to find variations in
reproduction process of projectile, using statistical parameters of given tests. In order to analyze possible
significant differences between tests, Student t‐test was introduced.

8. Zecevic B., Terzic J., Catovic A., Serdarevic ‐ Kadic S.: Dispersion of PGU‐14 ammunition during air strikes
by combat aircrafts A‐10 near urban areas, 13th Seminar "New trends in research of energetic
materials", University of Pardubice, Pardubice, Czech Republic, April 21‐23 2010.
(New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials je indeksiran u bazi podataka CAS Source Index.)
Apstrakt: Nineteen air strikes onto seven target locations in Bosnia and Herzegovina were carried out by aircrafts
A‐10, using ammunition PGU‐14. During these air strikes, 10086 pieces of PGU‐14 were fired, strafing such targets
as armored vehicles, trucks and bunkers. Exact locations of targets and PGU‐14 ammunition quantity, which were
spent for six attacks, are still unknown. But for one target, which was located near Sarajevo at suburb settlement
Hadzici it was possible to collect more information. Two targets, an ammunition depot and the tanks and armored
vehicles maintenance facility, were attacked at the Hadzici location. During the five air strikes, 3400 DU projectiles
of PGU‐14 ammunition were fired onto these targets. One of the targets was located within the urban part of the
settlement, while another one was at suburb part of the settlement. Research points to very large number of
unknown locations and uncomplete data on quantity of ammunition PGU‐14 that was fired onto individual targets.
There is disproportion between points of impact of DU penetrators into hard surfaces and number of located
penetrators (ricochet effect), which in longer time period increases health risks for civilian population. Purpose of
this paper is to perform an estimation of the dispersion zone with ground‐penetrated projectiles PGU‐14 using
ballistic trajectory simulation for aircraft gun GAU‐8/A and ammunition PGU‐14 fired from aircraft A‐10 and
available input data such as aircraft velocity during the air strikes and ballistic performances of projectile PGU‐14.
In order to obtain final dimension of the hit dispersion pattern, theoretical results are corrected by using a
dispersion figure gained from a real combat action. For this purpose, a detailed analysis of video‐records (1995‐
2008 years) of combat actions carried by aircrafts A‐10 on area targets without anti‐aircraft protection and under
conditions of very intensive anti‐aircraft fire. Hit probability is determined on the base of US researches, which
were performed during 1978 and 1979, in order to simulate attacks on Russian tanks under low attack angles.
Based on the estimated number of hits for armored or other hard targets, it is possible to approximately
determine dispersion of PGU‐14 ammunition during air strikes in target zone near urban areas.

9. Catovic A., Zecevic B., Terzic J.: Analysis of terminal effectiveness for several types of HE projectiles and
impact angles using coupled numerical‐CAD technique, 12th Seminar "New trends in research of
energetic materials", University of Pardubice, Pardubice, Czech Republic, April 1‐3 2009.
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(New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials je indeksiran u bazi podataka CAS Source Index.)
Apstrakt: Very important task of HE projectile terminal ballistics is determination of lethal area. Lethal area is a
measure of fragment casualty‐producing potential of an exploding projectile when employed against human
targets, and can be expressed as a function of soldiers density and probability that the personnel will be
incapacitated. Researchers worldwide use different criteria for human target densities. It means that expected
number of casualties, after detonation of single projectile, will strongly depend on chosen criteria for soldiers
density on terrain. In our model, based primarily on U.S. Vulnerability Model, lethal zone of HE warheads is defined
as a zone on the battlefield in which an efficient fragment density is greater or equal to 1 frag/m2. That means
that the Isodensity curve, a curve which connects points with the same efficient fragment density, presents an
envelope of HE warhead lethal zone. Soldiers standing inside of lethal zone will be incapacitated by an efficient
fragment hit. It is important to note that data for fragment densities are obtained from experimental test in Arena
facilities. In order to perform analysis of terminal effectiveness for different types of HE projectiles and their
impact angles, alternative approach with CAD technique was introduced. Using spline interpolation and 3D
technique in CAD software, it is possible to predict 3D model of lethal zones for HE projectiles. Rotating and
mirroring these 3D models in space helps us in determination of HE projectile attack angle influence on its lethal
zone. Furthermore, using intersection CAD technique for obtained 3D models, 2D model of lethal zones can be
obtained for different projectile impact angles. Areas of obtained 2D lethal zones can be determined in CAD
software. This method can be great visual and intuitive engineering tool for analysis of terminal effectiveness.

10. Zecevic B., Catovic A., Terzic J.: Research of influencing parameters on lethal zone of natural fragmenting
HE warheads, 11th Seminar “New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials”, University of Pardubice,
Pardubice, Czech Republic, April 09‐11, 2008.
(New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials je indeksiran u bazi podataka CAS Source Index.)
Apstrakt: Research of HE warheads lethal zone is very complex topic because of large number of controlled and
independent, sometimes correlated, influencing factors. Capability for prediction of lethal zone is based on
complexity of databases regarding natural fragmentation parameters, which should contain data about warhead
body material characteristics, types of explosive charge, number, mass, initial velocity and spatial distribution of
fragments, battlefield terrain, distribution of soldiers on battlefield, etc. Based on experimental research
(fragmentation test in Arena facilities with two types of artillery projectiles and two types of rocket warheads),
analytical and numerical methods used ‐ projectiles lethal zones are predicted and analyzed. Influence of
projectile design and explosive charge materials on warhead lethal zone is analyzed.

c) Radovi prije izbora u zvanje višeg asistenta (2003‐2007):
1. Zecevic B; Terzic J., Catovic A., Serdarevic‐Kadic S.: Influencing Parameters on HE Projectiles With
Natural Fragmentation, 9th Seminar “New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials”, University of
Pardubice, Pardubice, Czech Republic, April 19‐21, 2006.
2. Zecevic, B; Terzic, J., Catovic, A.: Influence of Warhead Design on Natural Fragmentation
Performances, Proceedings of the 15th International DAAAM Symposium, Vienna 2004.
3. Zecevic, B; Terzic, J., Catovic, A.: Experimental Research on Influence of Explosive Charge to Natural
Fragment Size Distribution, Annals of DAAAM for 2004 & Proceedings of the 15th International
DAAAM Symposium, Vienna 2004.
4. Zecevic, B; Terzic, J., Catovic, A.: Influence of Warhead Case Material on Natural Fragmentation
Performances, Annals of DAAAM for 2004 & Proceedings of the 15th International DAAAM
Symposium, Vienna 2004.

3. PUBLIKACIJE, PRIRUČNICI, MULTIMEDIJALNA IZDANJA
1. Ćatović A., Zečević B.: Taktičke bojeve glave, Vježbe za studente (interna upotreba), Mašinski fakultet
Sarajevo, Juli, 2013.
2. Ćatović A.: Terminalna balistika, Vježbe za studente (interna upotreba), Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo,
Decembar, 2011.
3. Ćatović A.: Oklopna zaštita, Vježbe za studente (interna upotreba), Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo,
Novembar, 2011.
4. Ćatović A.: Forenzička balistika, Vježbe za studente (interna upotreba), Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo,
Novembar, 2010.
5. Ćatović A.: Visoko‐energetski materijali, Vježbe za studente (interna upotreba), Mašinski fakultet
Sarajevo, Novembar, 2010.
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6. Ćatović A.: Optičke sprave, Teorija sa vježbama za studente (interna upotreba), Mašinski fakultet
Sarajevo, Novembar, 2010.
7. Zečević B., Terzić J., Ćatović A., Serdarević‐Kadić S.: Dizajn motora sa čvrstim gorivom, Knjige I, II i III,
Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo, Oktobar 2009.
8. Serdarević‐Kadić S., Ćatović A.: Transport municije, DTD publikacija 1307, Sarajevo, 2008.
9. Zečević B; Ćatović A., Terzić J., Serdarević‐Kadić S.: Testiranje artiljerijske, minobacačke i raketne
municije, DVD, Multimedijalni kurs, Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo, Juni, 2008.
10. Ćatović A., Zečević B.: Dizajn municije ‐ Vježbe sa teoretskim uvodom za studente (interna upotreba),
Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo, Juni, 2008.
11. Zečević B; Ćatović A.: Osnove municije, DVD, Multimedijalni kurs, Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo, 2006.

4. NAUČNI PROJEKTI
1. Proširenje demilitarizacijskih kapaciteta objekta "GOF‐18" Doboj, 2010.
2. Balističko testiranje stakla otpornog na udare projektila malog kalibra, Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo u
saradnji sa vojnom tvornicom "Igman" Konjic, decembar 2009.
3. Revitalizacija i modernizacija postojeće opreme, i razvoj sistema za akviziciju podataka u vojnoj tvornici
"Igman" Konjic, septembar 2009.
4. Revitalizacija i modernizacija postojeće opreme, i razvoj sistema za akviziciju podataka u vojnoj tvornici
"Pobjeda Sport" Goražde, septembar 2008.

5. STRUČNE EKSPERTIZE
1. Zečević B., Terzić J., Ćatović A.: Analiza uvjeta koji su doveli do pogibije jedne osobe uslijed eksplozije
projektila u naselju Gornja Tuzla, ulica Uzejra Mehičića br. 40, dana 02.06.1995. god. u 09:30 sati., Po
nalogu Tužilaštva Kantona Tuzla KT‐RZ‐241/97, Sarajevo, DTD‐05/08, sept. 2008.
2. Zečević B., Terzić J., Ćatović A.: Analiza uvjeta koji su doveli do eksplozije projektila u bašti hotela
„Bristol“ u Tuzli, dana 17.11.1994. god. oko 11 sati, Po nalogu Tužilaštva Kantona Tuzla KT‐RZ‐241/97,
Sarajevo, DTD‐06/08, juni 2008.
3. Zečević B., Terzić J., Ćatović A.: Analiza uvjeta koji su doveli do eksplozije projektila u ulici Titova br. 181
dana 27.12.1994. god. oko 4 sata, Po nalogu Tužilaštva Kantona Tuzla KT‐RZ‐241/97, Sarajevo, DTD‐
04/08, juni 2008.
4. Zečević B., Terzić J., Ćatović A.: Analiza uvjeta koji su doveli do eksplozije projektila u ulici Fočanska br.
19 dana 16.06.1995. god. oko 10:25 sati, Po nalogu Tužilaštva Kantona Tuzla KT‐RZ‐241/97, Sarajevo,
DTD‐07/08, juni 2008.
5. Zečević B., Terzić J., Ćatović A.: Analiza uvjeta koji su doveli do pogibije i ranjavanja osoba uslijed
eksplozije projektila u naselju Stupine B‐4/3 dana 05.05.1993. god. oko 20 sati, Po nalogu Tužilaštva
Kantona Tuzla KT‐RZ‐241/97, Sarajevo, DTD‐02/08, juni 2008.
6. Zečević B., Terzić J., Ćatović A.: Analiza uvjeta koji su doveli do pogibije i ranjavanja civila pri eksploziji
projektila u ulici Matije Gubca br. 5, dana 18.07.1995. god. u 20:50 sati, Po nalogu Tužilaštva Kantona
Tuzla KT‐RZ‐241/97, Sarajevo, DTD‐03/08, juni 2008.
7. Zečević B., Terzić J., Ćatović A.: Analiza uvjeta koji su doveli do masakra civila u naselju Donje Hrasno
dana 05.09.1995. god. u 16:40 sati, Po nalogu Tužilaštva Kantona Tuzla KT‐RZ‐1/99, Sarajevo, DTD‐
01/08, maj 2008.
8. Zečević B., Terzić J., Ćatović A.: Analiza uvjeta koji su doveli do masakra osoba na trgu „Kapija“ dana
25.05.1995. god. u 20:55 sati, Tužilaštvo‐Tužiteljstvo Bosne i Hercegovine, Sarajevo, decembar, 2007.
god.
9. Zečević B., Terzć J., Serdarević‐Kadić S. i Ćatović A.: Ubijanje Starog mosta, Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo,
Odjeljenje za Odbrambene tehnologije, Sarajevo, februar 2006.

6. KOMPJUTERSKI PROGRAMI
1. Program za procjenu elemenata putanje tijela nepravilnih oblika. Autori: Kljuno E. i Ćatović A., 2019.
2. Sistem za akviziciju podataka, BAS‐02 ‐ razvoj modularnog sistema za akviziciju (hardver i softver,
programiran u NI Labview) za elektronsko mjerenje pritiska i brzine. Sistem implementiran u vojnoj
tvornici “Igman” Konjic. Autori: Despot M., Zečević B., Terzić J. i Ćatović A., Septembar 2009.
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3. BDAS_DTD ‐ Softver za akviziciju podataka (pritisak i brzina) za malu municiju. Razvijen i
implementziran u u vojnoj tvornici "Pobjeda Sport" Goražde. Autori: Despot M., Zečević B., Terzić J. i
Ćatović A., Juli 2008.

7. NASTAVNO–PEDAGOŠKI RAD
a) Nastavne aktivnosti
Vježbe iz sljedećih predmeta:
Municija, Tehnologije balističkih mjerenja, Integracija municije, Upaljači, Uvod u eksplozive, Taktičke
bojeve glave, Dizajn municije, Demilitarizacija municije, Alati za kompjutersko modeliranje u balistici,
Oklopna zaštita, Terminalna balistika, Testiranje municije, Integracija municije, Upaljači, Optičke sprave,
Visoko‐energetski materijali (eksplozivi), Forenzička balistika, Fizika I, Fizika II, Programiranje, Fizika.

b) Kursevi
1. Oktobar 2009: Univerzitet u Sarajevu, Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo
Učestvovao u edukacionom kursu Dizajn raketnih motora sa čvrstim gorivom za malezijske inžinjere
(Astronautic Technology SDN BHD).
2. Decembar 2008: Univerzitet u Sarajevu, Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo
Učestvovao u edukacionom kursu Transport municije za Oružane snage BiH.
3. Juli 2008: Univerzitet u Sarajevu, Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo
Učestvovao u edukacionom kursu Testiranje artiljerijske, minobacačke i raketne municije za pakistanske
inžinjere.
4. Juli 2006: Univerzitet u Sarajevu, Mašinski fakultet Sarajevo
Učestvovao u edukacionom kursu Municija, balistika i testiranje municije za sudanske inžinjere.

8. LIČNE VJEŠTINE I KOMPETENCIJE
Maternji jezik

bosanski jezik

Slovenački jezik
Razumijevanje

odlično

Govor

dobro

Pisanje

odlično

Engleski jezik
Razumijevanje

odlično

Govor

dobro

Pisanje
Informatičke vještine i
kompetencije

odlično
CAD sistemi, programiranje, numeričke simulacije, "MS Office"
paket, grafička obrada (PS)

9. OSTALE AKTIVNOSTI


Astronomija:
 Objavljene naučno‐popularne knjige: “Naš svemir” (ISBN 978‐9958‐553‐40‐0, izdavač TDP, 2017.)
i “Alhemičari univerzuma” (ISBN 978‐9926‐422‐12‐7, izdavač TDP, 2018.).
 Detekcija egzosolarnih planeta i asteroida.
 Fotometrija i spektroskopija zvijezda.
 Astrofotografija dubokog svemira, zvjezdanih skupova, galaksija, planeta, Mjeseca i Sunca.
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